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Our research for the Neighbourhood Plan has shown that 200 years ago this application site 

was part of an area known as ‘Lane Fields’; one of the last areas of open common land in 

Tenterden, with the lane that ran through it evolving over the years into the AB20 public 

footpath – ungated, still walked constantly by town residents (and never more so than during 

the current pandemic), still treasured as a precious town amenity for country walks behind 

and beside the High Street, while others have disappeared. 

The site is precious not only for exercise in the open air, but for its wide views of the Wealden 

landscape, for its ancient protected trees and for the diversity of its wildlife – including 4 

mammals on the B A P priority species list, 8 protected reptiles and amphibians and 11 birds 

on the British Trust for Ornithology’s Red and Amber lists for those of critical concern. Ashford 

Local Plan Policy ENV1 states that ‘development should avoid significant harm to locally 

identified biodiversity assets’ – which this development most certainly would not! Still more 

compelling are the ‘Biodiversity Metric’ calculations which, as part of the new Environment 

Bill, will become law this year – by which all green field developments are required to show a 

net biodiversity GAIN of at least 10% when completed. In March this year, Kent Wildlife trust 

applied the metric calculation to this application, to estimate a whopping net biodiversity 

LOSS of 51%, disqualifying it in planning terms and inviting the Wildlife Trust’s strongest 

objection. 

As if that wasn’t enough, a private study commissioned by local residents from a well-known 

arboricultural expert, also in March, has shown the Westwell applicants’ own tree studies to 

be fundamentally flawed in their measurements, calculations and identifications of veteran 

oak, hornbeam and maple trees – all of them protected under section 15 of the National 

Planning Policy Framework – with at least two magnificent 200-300-year-old oak trees shown 

on the plan with less than the minimum distance for survival between their roots and the 

nearest buildings. 

Over more than 3 years of largely superficial amendments, this application would clearly be 

socially and ecologically disastrous – even if the current pandemic hadn’t demonstrated the 

folly of building a care home for a vulnerable client group, close to and on both sides of a 

constantly walked public footpath. 


